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Abstract: As a rule, the object of translation is not a list of separate lexical units 
but a coherent text in which the Uzbek words make up an integral whole. Though 
each word in the language has its own meaning, the actual information it conveys in a 
text depends, to a great extent, on its contextual environment. Generally speaking, the 
meaning of any word in the text cannot be understood and translated without due 
regard to the specific to the contextual influence than others. There are words with 
definite meanings which are retained in most contexts and are relatively context-free. 
Context-free words are mainly found among proper and geographical names, titles of 
magazines and newspapers, names of various firms, organizations, ships, aircraft and 
the like, as well as among technical terms used by experts in all fields of human 
endeavour.  
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Context-free words have an important role to play in the translating process. 
They usually have permanent equivalents in English which, in most cases, can be 
used in English text. The translator is thus provided with reference points helping him 
to choose the appropriate translation variants. The permanent equivalents of context-
free words are often formed by transcription (with possible elements of 
transliteration) or loan translations. 
Proper and geographical names are transcribed with English letters, for 
example: Otabek – Otabek, Sodiq – Sadik, Kumush – Kumush, Oybodoq – Oybodok, 
Xasanali – Khasanali, Marg`ilon – Margilon, Qo’qond – Ko’kond.  
As we know each nation has its own cultural and traditional name of places, 
holidays, names of military, historical words which are connected with the history of 
that nation and others. For example, in Uzbek ichkari, Ramazan, dastarkhan and other 
words haven’t any equivalent in English. So, in this case the translator should give 
these words as they are and give explanation at the end of the page or at the end of 
the book.  
Terminological words are also relatively context-free though the context often 
helps to identify the specific field to which the term belongs. In the sentence “-Lie 
down, lord!”, the context clearly shows that the meaning of “lord” is that of a military 
term and therefore all other meanings of the word can be disregarded. The context 
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may also help to understand the meaning of the term in the text when it can denote 
more than one specific concept. 
Not all the meanings which the English word has may be found in its 
corresponding word in Uzbek. For example, if we will compare the meaning of the 
“олмок”: 
 1) нарсани ушлаб ёки бирор асбоб билан тутиб кулга киритмок; 2) кабул 
килмок; 3) бушатмок, бекор килмок; 4) киркиб, кесиб, сугуриб, тортиб олмок; 
5) ечмок, солмок; 6) туширмок, бушатмок; 7) кулга киритмок, эга булмок; 8) 
тановул килмок ва хоказолар 
“to take”: 
1) to move smth; 2) cause somebody or something to move; 3) perform action; 
4) need something; 5) accept; 6) win prize/ election; 7) reach out and get; 8) study 
particular subject and so on. 
• Отабек пиёлани олишга мажбур булди. (p. 190) 
• Otabek was forced to take a bowl. (p. 38) 
No less important is the role of the context in translating the words with a wide 
range of reference whose equivalents are too numerous to be listed in any dictionary. 
For example: 
• Мен кунгил кутарган булдим… (p. 197) 
• I tried to comfort her… (p. 45) 
Many English words have no regular equivalents, and a number of techniques 
have been suggested for rendering the meanings of such equivalent-lacking words in 
target text. For example, there is a word in Uzbek “Barakallo!”. There is no any 
translation in English dictionaries. So, then we have to use the word “Bravo!”. It is an 
Italian word in itself, but we can use this word in English too. 
To enhance the communicative effect of his message the author of the source 
text may make use of various stylistic devices, such as metaphors, similes, repetition 
and so on. Coming across a stylistic device the translator has to make up his mind 
weather it should be preserved in his translation or left out and compensated for at 
some other place. 
Metaphors and similes though most commonly used in works of fiction, are not 
excluded from all other types of texts. A metaphor and a simile both assert the 
resemblance between two objects or processes but in the latter the similarity is made 
explicit with the help of prepositions “as” and “like”. 
While translating we came across to several stylistic devices: 
Metaphors: 
• Between rubies lips gleamed with white pearl teeth, she smiled contentedly. 
(p. 17) 
• She wore them into her tiny ears. (p. 16) 
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• The star of my hopes, the flower of my desires, supports my life, to my 
Kumush! (p. 26) 
• Leave a spiteful letter, you called me a sly fox, a wolf with a bloody mouth, 
shameless person you drove, obviously, the stories of your father that keeps me here 
calamity. (p. 27) 
Periphrasis: 
• When I decided to speak like a book for your dreams, I was ready not to 
return to Tashkent… (p. 5) 
Antithesis: 
• Father-in-law couldn’t neither recover from his illness nor dying sooner than 
being living or dead, at the same time he was depressed and driven to the corner for 
that he attached to himself the “charlar”, and according to this reason, he spoke to 
his mother bitterly. (p. 5) 
• You’ve killed flowers not giving them to blossom! (p. 15) 
Pure repitation: 
• What can I do, my son, it needs to do, otherwise it will be a shame for you. 
(p. 5) 
• You say “a shame”, but you don’t understand yourself what is a shame! (p. 5) 
Simile: 
• It was quite a short, almost invisible on the face of the nose, with sunken eyes 
like holes in the metal powers once driven into stakes, with a large, almost to the 
ears, mouth, yellow skin face like sick lain for forty years in bed, about forty-five 
years old woman. (p. 17) 
Hyperbole: 
• I imagined that you wrote it like in the heat, in glowing sea of suffering. (p. 
26)  
More complicated is the problem of translating individual figures of speech 
created by the imagination of the source text author. They are important elements of 
the author’s style and are usually translated word for word. Nevertheless the original 
image may prove inacceptable in the target language and the translator will have to 
look for a suitable occasional substitute. Consider the following example:  
• Пичокни узингга ур, огримаса бировга сол. (p. 167) 
• Hit a knife to yourself firstly, then if it is not painful, hit it to the other one. (p. 
15) 
As we know A.Kadiri is the founder of historical novel in Uzbek literature and 
therefore we should have his works read by all the peoples of the world.  
As we have stated above the translation of a text does not always fully coincide 
with the original one. Before getting to translate the extract we tried to understand the 
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content of the text in Uzbek, then analysed the problems that a translator usually 
comes across while translating a text from one to another non-related languages. 
Because the grammatical structure of Uzbek and English are different, the same idea 
could be explained in different ways. 
Especially, it was interesting for me to find out information about how to choose 
words while translating the description of the nature and Uzbek people traditions in 
the novel. Every procedure is discussed in a literary way. Another useful information 
was about how does a man of different nations learn to speak, the differences of this 
procedure in different nations, and how do we reflect our thought with the language.  
While translating the extract we found some cases when the sentences in Uzbek 
are too wordy, in other cases they look like a fragment. In translation of long 
sentences we paid attention to the difference of grammatical structure of Uzbek and 
English 
While translating the passage I’ve come across the following grammatical 
problems: 
• with the tenses of the verbs. In the source text the verb in continuous tense but 
while translating it to the English I have to choose the common aspect. Other way the 
meaning of the text was changed; 
• with the structure of long sentences. The word-order of Uzbek and English are 
different and that’s why while translating the Uzbek passage firstly I tried to find its 
subject then predicate, object and other parts of the sentences; 
• with partitioning the long sentences. Some sentences were very long and I 
have to divide them into two or three sentences in order to give the same idea of the 
passage. 
While translating the passage I’ve come across the following lexical problems: 
• with translating phrases; 
• idioms, proverbs and sayings; 
• to find out some military , emotional and historical words; 
The following stylistic problems faced us in the process of translation: 
• similarity and differences between Uzbek and English stylistic devices; 
• proportionality of the stylistic devices between Uzbek and English languages.  
The translation being finished we checked it several times, and every time we 
thought better of some cases and made corrections. The analysis of the problems of 
translation that we faced while translating the extract, the problems of grammatical 
and lexical equivalences and consideration of nouns used in the translation of the 
extract we gave in the second chapter of our qualification paper. 
Though the process of translation of the extract and the analysis of the literary 
passage was quite different. And it gave an opportunity to understand the linguistic 
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problems more deeply and taste the feelings of a translator. We hope that the 
researches that we made would bring some use for learners.  
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